KFI Studios products are easily mixed and matched to create
collaborative hospitality spaces. From lobby to lounge,
small business centers to cafés, KFI Studios brings unmatched
quality to your project, as well as an incredible support staff of
real, live people

HOSPITALITY SPACES

Many of our furniture solutions are customizable to suit your
project needs and many of our graded-in upholsteries
ship in just 2 weeks.
KFI Studios has over 25 years in the contract furniture business.
Let us show you why we’re a top choice among
designers in the know.

1533 Bank Street Louisville, KY

800-457-5073

kfistudios.com

THE READER
Designed by Umage Copenhagen

The Reader, designed by Umage of Copenhagen,
is a standout piece in any setting. An elegant and
unexpected wingback chair, this beautiful seating
option boasts a curvy silhouette and sturdy
hardwood frame. It’s Danish design provides
dramatic lines that are both traditional and
contemporary, making The Reader an ideal
furnishing in any transitional space. Graded-in
upholstery options are available, as well as COM.
Ships in 1 week.

ROQA
Designed by Q Design

Put your guests at ease in the dynamic and stylish
Roqa chair. Available In 3 different leg options
and pictured here with a timeless cantilever, Roqa
combines the seat, back, and arm into one fluid form
that appears simple, yet has subtle complexity to
cradle your guests in comfort.

ZOSO
Designed by KFI Studios

Zoso, by KFI Studios, is an easy-to-love option for
guest seating. Zoso is an ideal addition to waiting
areas, conference rooms and just about anywhere
because of it’s winning aesthetic, easy swivel and
beautiful finishes.

BODI

Designed by KFI Studios
Stylishly unexpected, Bodi makes seating
easy and mixes well with contemporary,
industrial and even traditional vignettes.
The saddle seat is available in white,
natural and espresso and can be easily
upholstered to match your design needs.
Ideal in cafés, waiting areas, bars and
business areas, Bodi balances comfort,
design, and fun into one perfect
package. the wood laminate version
ships in just 48 hours.

WORKWELL
Designed by KFI Studios

Workwell table bases with power options offer a
perfect workspace for guests who want to huddle,
or need a place for a quick re-charge. Pictured here
on a 4-point base with Designer White top,
Workwell is available in TFL, HPL and hand-stained
Solid Wood. Workwell’s versailty, strength and
design are what make it such an attractive option
for hospitality specifiers and designers. No matter
where you place it, this table is ready to work.

ZOSO
BARSTOOL
Designed by KFI Studios

The Zoso Barstool from KFI Studios is an
elegant option in Hospitality spaces. Effortlessly
comfortable and undeniably beautiful, the Zoso
Barstool combines rich faux leather with detailed
stitching to cover a high-density molded foam seat
that cradles guests in style and comfort.
Available in 3 beautiful finishes, Toffee, Saddle and
Greystone, the Zoso Barstool ships in just 48 hours
and complements a multitude of interior styles.

A CONVERSATION PIECE
Designed by our partner UMAGE
A delightful alternative to the traditional club
chair, the unexpected A Conversation Piece,
from our partner Umage of Copenhagen, encourages relaxation and openness. Pictured here
in a traditional lounge setting, A Conversation
Piece is perfect for guest rooms, waiting areas,
lobbies and F&B environments. Available in 5
beautiful upholsteries and 2 frame options,
A Conversation Piece here is depicted in
Spring Green and Oak frame.

PROOF
Designed by KFI Studios

Guests on the go need a place to make changes to
presentations, a place to refuel for today’s meeting,
or even a place to pause and check the day’s news.
In restaurants and cafes, our Proof tables (pictured here
with a solid wood top) provide the perfect landing pad
for guests. TFL and HPL available as part of our 1 week
quick ship program

IMME
Designed by KFI Studios

Creating a thoughtful and inspiring place is easy with KFI
Studios many seating options. Infinitely mix and match-able,
our Imme chair (pictured here in sled-based white) moves
effortlessly from conference, to guest, to task. Available in 7
poly shell colors that look great with any upholstery option.
Create a cohesive space popping with personality with Imme.

OGEE
Ogee helps hospitality guests stay on top of things.
Combining architectural style with must-have comfort,
our Ogee task / desk chair is a perfect workhorse in
business centers, staff seating and reception areas,
and conference rooms. Even better? It ships in just
48 hours, meaning Ogee is ready to work.
Black or White finish available.

MIDTOWN
Designed by KFI Studios

Designers are in a unique position to create beautiful and
serene spaces for guest relaxation. KFI Studios’ Midtown table
is a simple and elegant option for guests to make their room a
home base.

ROQA
Designed by Q Design

Roqa rocks. It’s just that simple. Easy to love and
beautiful to look at, our Roqa chairs are available in
3 different legs and 5 modern colors. Subtle and
complex at the same time, Roqa puts guests at ease
and creates a relaxing environment.

EVELEEN
Designed by KFI Studios

Outdoor areas are an important part of the guest
experience. From a poolside escape to a breezy
patio lunch, KFI Studios has multiple options to
showcase your outdoor space. Stylish and sturdy,
the Eveleen Collection from KFI Studios is designed
to provide the perfect respite outdoors.
Shown here is the Eveleen Collection in our two
finishes, Mocha and Silver and Grey and White.
Furnishings in the Eveleen collection are resistant
to water, moisture, mold and corrosion and ship
in just 48 hours.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
Designed by Atellier Bellini
The Express Yourself chair makes a statement indoors
or out. Swaying curves define this simple, yet elegant
guest-seating option. Ideal in cafés, lounges, waiting
areas or even poolside, Express Yourself’s fluid style
and versatile function make a statement just about
anywhere you place it. The poly frame is available in
6 fabulous and modern colors, Express Yourself also
conveniently stacks 5 chairs high.

